Murray Darling Basin – Separating People from their Water
This information was put together on 23 October 2010 and is the start of the catastrophe that we have
witnessed in January 2019 with all the fish dying.
The Murray Darling Basin takeover by the Federal Government, initiated by the Howard Government, is
Agenda 21 in action. Sorry farmers, the “health” of the river is more important than your ability to
grow food …. or so they say
http://www.newswithviews.com/Coffman/mike6.htm
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As the United Nations restructures itself to become a world government vis-a-vis global governance, it
is being formed around the principles of sustainable development as defined by Agenda 21. Signed by
the U.S. during the Earth Summit at Rio de Janeiro in 1992, Agenda 21 is a 40-chapter manifesto to
reorganize the world using socialist and pantheistic principles to protect Earth .
Agenda 21 represents a major fundamental change in the role of government in social and land-use
policy. Under its concept of sustainability, the primary purpose of government will no longer be to
serve the people. Rather, the focus of Agenda 21 is to protect nature from people. Governance will be
by consensus among "stakeholders and partnerships." The concept of elected representation that holds
the government accountable to the citizens will be eliminated.
Agenda 21 requires that by 2000 "All States...have designed and initiated costed and targeted national
action programmes, and to have put in place appropriate institutional structures and legal instruments”
to implement Agenda 21. The Clinton Administration responded creating the President's Council on
Sustainable Development which published its report entitled Sustainable America in 1996. Chapter 18
of Agenda 21 requires that all States implement integrated watershed management plans "for the
protection and conservation of the potential sources of freshwater supply, including … protection of
mountain slopes and riverbanks and other relevant development and conservation activities.”
The Clinton Administration eagerly took up the
challenge. In the U.S. State Department's 1997
report on its progress to the UN, the U.S. proudly
stated, “Agenda 21 sets ambitious objectives [for
the United States to] … move toward integrated
water resource management, a holistic approach
that treats water resources as an integral part of
the ecosystem.” Among the many programs
spawned by Sustainable America to fulfill the fresh
water protection requirements of Agenda 21
include the American Heritage Rivers (AHRI), and
the Clean Water (CWI) initiatives. Neither program
was voted on by the U.S. Congress. Instead, they
are being implemented through executive order.
The American Heritage Rivers (AHR) program is
designed to restore and protect rivers using non-elected authorities within portions of, or "entire
watersheds," potentially including all of the Mississippi watershed. Over 50% of the entire U.S. could
technically come under the 1998 program.
Although both federal programs no longer are front-burner issues, they nonetheless are sleeping giants
designed to gradually give the federal government power to control land use throughout America. For
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instance, the AHRI also makes it clear that "entire watersheds" are likely to be impacted by a
designation of just a portion of them as an AHR. Technically, the entire Mississippi River watershed,
covering 40 percent of America ? the breadbasket of America ? is now under the AHR program! While
no effort is presently underway to extend this jurisdiction to watersheds upstream from the designated
rivers, the option remains for future bureaucrats to gradually extend their jurisdiction.
The CWI has had a far greater, and more immediate impact. The CWI’s 1998 Clean Water Action Plan
called for obliterating 5,000 miles of roads each year on federal land, and setting aside a whopping
"two million miles of conservation buffers on agricultural lands." The potential impact of this program is
enormous. Tens of thousands of miles of road have now been withdrawn from public use on federal
land. In just one consequence, many of the huge forest fires experienced since 1998 were greatly
magnified when firefighters and equipment could not immediately access the fires using formerly
existing roads. These roads were typically closed by digging huge holes in the roads called tank-traps,
and ripping out bridges and culverts ? often causing major erosion and siltation to the very streams the
road closures were supposed to protect.
The Department of Agriculture’s Stream Corridor Plan called for conservation corridors to equal the 100
year flood plain for a river in width, which could be many miles wide for some rivers. While seemingly
innocuous, even a 100 foot buffer strip along two million miles totals a staggering 76,000 square miles
(48 million acres), an area equivalent to the entire state of Nebraska! Much of this land contains some
of the most productive land in America. In many cases the corridors would have an enormous
economic impact on farmers and other landowners. Court challenges to this and other onerous
provisions of the clean water initiative finally forced the federal agencies to back down when they
realized they had no legal authority to force private citizens to obey their arbitrary and capricious
regulations.
Ostensibly done to protect water quality, the road obliteration and river corridor plans create defacto
wilderness reserves and corridors very similar to the requirements of the Convention on Biological
Diversity. The treaty came within an hour of being ratified in 1994 when Sovereignty International, an
educational and UN watchdog organization, provided irrefutable evidence to the U.S. Senate that the
treaty would have required up to one-half of America be put into wilderness reserves and corridors!
Promoted as a plan to "reinvent government," both the AHRI and CWI are touted as "ground up,"
"community based" efforts under the control of local people called "River Communities" and
"Watershed Councils." In fact, each step is under the "top down" control of the feds. By definition, a
River Community under the AHRI is "self-defined by the members of the community." In practice, River
Communities and Watershed Councils include anyone, especially environmental NGOs (Non
Governmental Organizations). They are self-appointed, not elected. They are accountable to federal
bureaucrats, not local and state elected officials.
These sometimes special interest non-elected entities are empowered to prioritize federal programs,
and therefore funding. In doing so, agenda-driven non-elected people within the AHRI and CWI have
the power to withhold monies from communities that don’t toe the federal line, while rewarding those
that do. History has provided clear proof to the age-old adage of "he who controls the money controls
the people."
Protecting Mother Earth from use by humans in this way is not God ordained stewardship. Rather, it is
regulation based on the desire to control people and their activities in a misguided belief that Mother
Earth's needs are more important than human needs.

